
Our Aged Woods® are recycled from old, destined-for-the-dump barn wood 
that we turn into kiln-dried, precision-milled, wide plank flooring, paneling and
mouldings. The look of these remilled antique woods is natural and the result of
decades of weathering and the signs of old-time craftsmen. Our Aged Woods® floors
are warmly inviting adding the rugged feel of Early America to residences, retail
stores, restaurants, casinos, country clubs, etc. The authentic rustic character is
virtually unobtainable with new wood. Our Aged Woods® are Distressed by
Mother Nature, Aged by Father Time.™ 

Prefinishing, End-Matching and Beveling are available on 3/4˝ flooring. 
Please ask!

Antique Oak
A mix of red oak and white oak, planks range in

color from light to medium brown. A very hard and
durable floor with minimum character and minimum
patina.

Antique Distressed® Oak
A mix of red oak and white oak, our Antique

Distressed® Oak planks range in color from
light /medium to dark brown and have more
evidence of age than Antique Oak. A hard, durable and extremely rustic floor with
maximum character and patina. 

Antique Distressed® Yellow Pine
Planks range from light/medium brown to dark

brown with a very distinctive grain pattern. A hard
“softwood” with a very rustic appearance and
maximum character and patina.

Antique Distressed® White Pine
Planks range from light/medium to dark brown

with a “wine stain” appearance. A warm rustic floor
with maximum character and medium patina that,
over time, deepens to its characteristic “pumpkin pine” color.

Antique Maple/Beech
Our Antique Maple flooring is a blend of maple

and beech (they’re extremely similar) and is mostly
pale colored with very indistinct grain patterns and
dark knots. 

RARE & SPECIAL SPECIES
Antique American Chestnut

Planks have a distinctive grain pattern and range
in color from light to medium honey. An extinct
hardwood since the turn of the century that is
elegantly rustic with medium character and minimum patina.

Antique Distressed®American
Chestnut 

Planks may contain original circular saw-cut
marks and range in color from medium honey to
dark chocolate. A dramatically rustic floor with chestnut’s distinctive grain pattern
and maximum character and patina.

Antique Hickory
Planks are light cream in color with occasional

and distinctive dark brown streaks and graining.
Being nearly 50% harder than oak, it is a very
durable alternative to oak and produces a floor that has medium character and
minimum patina.

HEARTPINE
Prized for its length, strength and resin, Longleaf Yellow Pine originally grew in

a wide coastal swath from the Carolinas to Louisiana. In colonial times it was the
most economically important tree and was sought after by the King of England
for ship building; the largest were tagged for the “Crown,” hence the grade. Due
to extensive logging and agricultural development, by the 1930’s nearly all of the
old growth trees were gone. Today the only source for true old growth heartpine
is from factories and warehouses. (A few of our less scrupulous competitors
would have you believe otherwise.)

Antique Character Heartpine
Planks contain 70% to 100% heartwood, varying

grain patterns and knots. There are infrequent nail
holes and hairline cracks. A very rustic and informal
floor that has maximum character and minimum patina. Contact us for availability
and pricing on widths of 11" and wider.

Antique Select Heartpine
Antique Select Heartpine planks contain 90% to

100% heartwood, very infrequent nail holes, tight
knots (max 1-1/2") and occasional hairline cracks. A
very durable floor that represents the Classic Heartpine look that works well with
both rustic and contemporary decors. This floor has medium character and
minimum patina. Contact us for availability and pricing on widths of 11" and wider.

Ask about Antique Crown Heartpine and Antique Naily Heartpine.

IMPORTANT INFO!  Our recycled antique planks contain varying amounts of character—knots and knot holes, nail holes, varying grain patterns, weath-
ered cracks, occasional insect marks, and patina—the dark, rich color imparted by time and the elements. These features are the source of our planks’
natural rusticity. Additional individual characteristics and the relative amounts of character and patina are described below. Each width range listed
includes random amounts of all of the widths within that range, e.g. a 3-̋6˝ flooring purchase includes 3 ,̋ 4 ,̋ 5˝ and 6˝ planks.

MANUFACTURER 
SUGGESTED PRICE LIST
(Contact us with project details to learn if you qualify for any discounts.)

Aged Woods, Inc., 160 Roosevelt Avenue, Suite101, York, PA 17401-3379 
(800) 233-9307 (US & Canada) • (717) 840-0330 • Fax (717) 840-1468
www.agedwoods.com • info@agedwoods.com
© 2009 Yesteryear Floorworks Company. All rights reserved.

3˝– 6˝ RW&L $10.20/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L $11.61/SF
5˝– 8˝ RW&L $13.95/SF

7˝–10˝ RW&L $15.71/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L $9.28/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L $10.70/SF
5˝– 8˝ RW&L $12.13/SF

7˝–10˝ RW&L $12.96/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L $9.28/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L $10.70/SF
5˝– 8˝ RW&L $12.13/SF

7˝–10˝ RW&L $12.96/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L    $11.38/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L    $13.12/SF
5˝– 8˝ RW&L    $14.71/SF

7˝–10˝ RW&L    $16.45/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L $9.61/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L $11.02/SF
5˝– 8˝ RW&L $12.78/SF

7˝–10˝ RW&L $15.13/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L $15.46/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L $20.22/SF
5˝– 8˝ RW&L $21.41/SF

7˝–10˝ RW&L $24.97/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L $15.46/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L $20.22/SF
5˝– 8˝ RW&L $21.41/SF

7˝–10˝ RW&L $24.97/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L $10.58/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L $11.77/SF
5˝– 8˝ RW&L $13.68/SF

7˝–10˝ RW&L $15.34/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L $13.68/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L $14.87/SF
5˝– 8˝ RW&L $16.05/SF

7˝–10˝ RW&L $18.91/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L $12.14/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L $13.98/SF
5˝– 8˝ RW&L $15.20/SF

7˝–10˝ RW&L $16.55/SF
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Unfinished Solid 3/4̋  T&G Flooring

Contact us for our environmentally friendly finish and 
maintenance recommendations. Keep your Aged Woods®floor looking 

beautiful and your environment clean!

Contact us for our environmentally friendly finish and 
maintenance recommendations. Keep your Aged Woods®floor looking 

beautiful and your environment clean!

FSC Supplier
SCS-COC-002779

LEED® Materials Reuse Credit 3 FSC Recycled

June 1, 2010 * Prices are in U.S. Dollars F.O.B. our mill



Unfinished Solid 3/4̋ T&G
Flooring (cont.)

BUNKHOUSE PLANK®

This flooring is dramatically rustic, featuring a deep dark patina and the 
original old-time sawcut textured face. It is perfect for “mountain” homes and
lodges, or any space designed to have the same ambiance.

Bunkhouse Plank® Oak 
(a blend of red and white oak)

Bunkhouse Plank® Yellow Pine

(ERA™ Plank Flooring continued)

Sculpted Antique Elm
Planks are hand-sculpted with pillowed edges

and are nearly uniformly pecan/espresso colored with a very lively and distinctive
grain pattern. Our ERA™Sculpted Antique Elm is a medium hard floor with medium
character.

Antique Oak (UNFINISHED)
A mix of red oak and white oak, our ERA™Antique

Oak planks are generally light in color with some evidence of age, including nail
holes and weather cracks. This is a hard, durable and mildly rustic floor with
maximum character.  Requires application of the finish of your choice!

Unfinished Solid 3/4˝ 
T&G Flooring

Our Yesteryear® brand flooring also provides the rugged feel of Early America
but at a LOWER price point! This flooring is milled to our same high standards from
specially selected, new growth wood. It is available
in wide widths and long lengths that are not
possible with reclaimed wood. These floors are
also perfect for “mountain” homes! And of course,
our Yesteryear® brand flooring comes with our
usual high level of quality, consistency and service. 

Yankee Plank® American Red Oak
Planks range in color from reddish cream to

medium brown and contain tight or star-cracked
knots, and other natural character marks. A very
hard and durable floor with strong, pronounced
grain and some color variations. Also available in Select (ask about price).

Yankee Plank® American White Oak
Planks range in color from cream to medium

brown and contain tight or star-cracked knots, and
other natural character marks. A very hard and
durable floor with strong grain and some color vari-
ations. Also available in Select grade (ask about price).

Yankee Plank® Wormy Red Oak
Our Wormy Red Oak planks range in color from

light to medium red with a generous scattering of
worm holes, varying grain patterns and infrequent
knots. A very durable and mildly rustic floor (w/o the
worm holes, the actual grade is close to “select”) with more than a slight resem-
blance to reclaimed wormy chestnut but at a much lower price.

Yankee Plank® American Cherry
Planks range in color from light, reddish cream

to reddish brown and contain tight or star-cracked
knots, and other natural character marks. A hard floor with distinctive, fine grain
and minor color variations that will deepen over time. With a high quality finish some
planks may exhibit iridescence (visible in upper right corner at left). Also available
in Select grade (ask about price).

Yankee Plank® American Hickory
Planks range in color from brown-tinged white to

reddish brown and contain tight or star-cracked
knots, and other natural character marks. An extremely hard floor with medium
grain and much color variation. Also available in Select grade (ask about price).

Yankee Plank® American Black Walnut
Planks range in color from nearly white sapwood 

to heartwood that is light brown to deep, dark
chocolate and contain tight or star-cracked knots, and other natural character marks.
A beautiful floor with mostly straight grain and some color variations. Also avail-
able in Select grade (ask about price).

Yankee Plank® Eastern White Pine
Planks range in color from cream to creamy red

and contain tight or star-cracked knots, and other
natural character marks. A classic New England
floor with indistinct grain and minor color varia-
tions. Also available in Select grade (ask about price).

Unfinished 1/2˝ 
Paneling/Flooring 

These planks can be used as paneling, and in some cases, flooring. Please
contact us for consultation on your particular application. Also, see “IMPORTANT
INFO!” on page one. 1/2˝ material will be a mix of Antique and Antique Distressed.

Antique Distressed® Oak
See 3/4˝ product description.

Antique Distressed®

American Chestnut
See 3/4˝ product description.

Antique Distressed® White Pine
See 3/4˝ product description.

Antique Distressed® Yellow Pine
See 3/4˝ product description.

Prefinished Engineered 5/8" T&G Flooring

Our ERA™ (Engineered-Reclaimed-Antique) flooring is a unique blend of new and
old bonding a 3mm wear layer of authentic reclaimed antique wood with the
highest quality core for a warmly rustic floor that is stable under conditions that
are not suitable for solid flooring. Prefinishing saves time, money, noise and dirt,
while engineered planks can be used below grade and/or glued directly to a
concrete slab. Include a Lifetime Structural Integrity Warranty and up to twenty years
of Finish Warranty.

Antique Distressed® Oak
A mix of red oak and white oak, our ERA™Antique

Distressed® Oak planks range from medium to dark brown and have evidence
of age, including nail holes and weather cracks. This is a hard, durable and
extremely rustic floor with maximum character.

Antique Distressed® Yellow Pine
Planks range from medium to a dark ruddy color

with a distinctive grain pattern and have evidence of age, including nail holes and
weather cracks. Our ERA™ Antique Distressed® Yellow Pine is a medium hard floor
with maximum character.

Antique Milled Heartpine
Planks are nearly uniformly lightly colored with

straight, tight growth rings producing a relatively contemporary appearance. Our
ERA™ Antique Milled Heartpine is the highest and most sought after grade of the
rapidly dwindling resource. This is a very hard and durable floor!

Antique Elm
Planks range in color from mostly light cream

to occasional dark honey graining with a typical hardwood grain pattern. Our
ERA™ Antique Elm is a medium hard floor with medium character.

3˝– 6˝ RW&L $8.67/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L $13.14/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L $7.89/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L $7.89/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L $4.64/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L $4.99/SF
5˝– 8˝ RW&L $5.59/SF

7˝–10˝ RW&L $6.54/SF
9˝–12˝ RW&L $7.25/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L $4.64/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L $5.11/SF
5˝– 8˝ RW&L $5.83/SF

7˝–10˝ RW&L $6.42/SF
9˝–12˝ RW&L $7.61/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L $5.35/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L $6.07/SF
5˝– 8˝ RW&L $6.42/SF

7˝–10˝ RW&L $7.02/SF
9˝–12˝ RW&L $9.40/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L $4.64/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L $5.11/SF
5˝– 8˝ RW&L $5.35/SF

7˝–10˝ RW&L $5.83/SF
9˝–12˝ RW&L $6.54/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L $7.19/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L $7.72/SF
5˝– 8˝ RW&L $9.03/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L $5.35/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L $5.83/SF
5˝– 8˝ RW&L $7.02/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L $6.54/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L $7.02/SF
5˝– 8˝ RW&L $8.21/SF
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Prefinishing, 
End-Matching and

Beveling are available on 
3/4˝ flooring. Please ask!

3˝– 6˝ RW&L $11.16/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L $12.89/SF
5˝– 8˝ RW&L $15.37/SF

7˝–10˝ RW&L $17.23/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L $10.31/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L $11.84/SF
5˝– 8˝ RW&L $13.37/SF

7˝–10˝ RW&L $14.51/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L    $12.20/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L    $13.46/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L     $9.78/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L    $10.41/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L    $8.56/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L     $9.78/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L    $13.46/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L    $14.09/SF

LEED®

3˝– 6˝ RW&L    $13.46/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L    $14.09/SF

3˝– 6˝ RW&L     $8.56/SF
4˝– 7˝ RW&L    $10.41/SF

LEED®

FSC
Recycled

FSC
Recycled



STAIR PARTS (RECLAIMED Antique/Antique Distressed®/ Heartpine) TREADS RISERS LANDING NOSING

Oak $35.78/LF $17.89/LF $17.89/LF

Maple / Beech $28.62/LF $14.31/LF $14.31/LF  

American Chestnut $38.16/LF $19.08/LF $19.08/LF

White Pine / Yellow Pine $28.62/LF $14.31/LF $14.31/LF

Hickory $38.16/LF $19.08/LF $19.08/LF

Antique Select Heartpine $38.16/LF $19.08/LF $19.08/LF

Antique Character Heartpine $28.62/LF $14.31/LF $14.31/LF

STAIR PARTS (NEW GROWTH Yesteryear®) TREADS RISERS LANDING NOSING

Oak / Pine $21.47/LF $10.73/LF $10.73/LF

Cherry / Walnut / Hickory $23.85/LF $11.93/LF $11.93/LF

Stair Parts and Accessories

Stair Parts and Accessories

• Stair parts to match our Antique or Antique Distressed® flooring are available 
and are sold only in conjunction with a flooring order. Antique Distressed®

stair parts are graded for stability while matching as close as possible the 
corresponding flooring.

• Standard treads are 5/4 glued-up 11-1/4˝ deep, planed to 1-1/16˝ and nosed. Length
as ordered.

• Standard risers are 3/4˝ x 8.̋ Length as ordered.

• Standard nosing is 5/4 x 3-1/2˝ solid stock, planed to 1-1/16˝ rabetted to 3/4˝ with
a 1̋ deep nosed overhang. Length as ordered.

• Returns are referred to as being “LEFT” and “RIGHT” when standing at the bottom
facing the staircase.

• Also, in conjunction with a flooring order, we offer our Aged Woods® in most
common MOULDING profiles and in DIMENSIONAL form for millwork and 
cabinetry. Please call for quotes and availability.

• Ask about custom-made air vents to match your Aged Woods® floor.

• To fill holes and cracks in our flooring try our Pigmented Epoxy Filler Kits.
Pigmented Epoxy Filler Kits: $85.00

• Stair parts to match our Yesteryear® flooring are available and are sold only in
conjunction with a flooring order. 

• Standard treads are 5/4 glued-up 11-1/4˝ deep, planed to 1-1/16˝ and nosed. Length
as ordered.

• Standard risers are 3/4˝ x 8.̋ Length as ordered.

• Standard nosing is 5/4 x 3-1/2˝ solid stock, planed to 1-1/16˝ rabetted to 3/4˝ with
a 1˝ deep nosed overhang. Length as ordered.

• Returns are referred to as being “LEFT” and “RIGHT” when standing at the bottom
facing the staircase.

• Also, in conjunction with a flooring order, we offer our Yesteryear® wood in most
common MOULDING profiles and in DIMENSIONAL form for millwork and cabi-
netry. Please call for quotes and availability.

• Ask about custom-made air vents to match your Yesteryear® floor.

• To fill holes and cracks try our Pigmented Epoxy Filler Kits. 
Pigmented Epoxy Filler Kits: $85.00
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Custom Vents • No floor is complete without matching vents!

Contact us for quotes!

Flush Model
Slim, trim, flush styling
with the cleanest look

possible. Sits flat on the
subfloor. May be installed

permanently or as a lift-out
vent to permit cleaning of

the duct throat. Delicate
looking, but tough.
Adjustable damper 

also available.

Insert Model
Insert vents REPLACE the

metal register. Cleanly
designed with a solid, self-

rimming lip to conceal
inexact cuts in your

surface material.
Adjustable damper 

also available.

Flush with Frame

Flush No Frame

˝3 4

˝3 4

Returns: One End (mortised/installed): $26.80/Tread
Two Ends (mortised/installed: $37.52/Tread

Loose (uninstalled): $5.36/LF

Extra Length Pricing:  Over 6,́ Add 10%  /  Over 10,́ Add 20%

Returns: One End (mortised/installed): $26.80/Tread
Both Ends (mortised/installed): $37.52/Tread

Loose (uninstalled): $5.36/LF

Extra Length Pricing:  Over 6,́ Add 10%  /  Over 10,́ Add 20%

LEED® Materials Reuse Credit 3 FSC Recycled



PRODUCT INFORMATION
• The following information applies to our Unfinished Solid flooring. A separate

data sheet is available (or included) for our ERA™ Prefinished Engineered flooring. 

• All planks are kiln-dried to less than 10% (8%, plus or minus 2%) moisture content
prior to milling to minimize seasonal movement. Wood does absorb and expel
moisture depending on its environment, so all movement cannot be eliminated.
Certain species in particular and wide planks in general are more susceptible
to this movement and gaps may occur during the heating season. All planks are
precisely milled and graded to ensure a high quality finished installation while
preserving the exceptional character inherent in each species, especially the
weathered Antique Distressed® grade.

• All planks are milled with a square top edge, an offset tongue & groove, an under-
cut bottom shoulder and a relieved bottom face. This promotes a tight face joint
and easy installation while allowing the wood to breathe. Plank ends are pre-
squared.

• All 3/4˝ planks are milled to 25/32˝, yielding a full 3/4˝ after sanding. All 1/2˝ planks
are milled to 1/2˝ with a custom T&G profile to match the thickness.

• We recommend ordering an additional 5% to 10% for cutting loss.

• Each width range listed includes random amounts of all of the widths within
that range, e.g. a 3 –̋ 6˝ order includes 3,̋ 4,̋ 5  ̋and 6 ̋p lanks. All widths are
nominal.

• Plank widths u p  to 6  ̋have a length range of 18  ̋to 12.́ Plank widths from 7˝
and u p  have a length range of 3´ to 12.́ The average length is usuall y
between 5´ and 7.́

• All orders are strapped into individual one-man bundles and banded onto skids.
Shipping is via common carrier or contract hauler.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
• Prices are in U.S. dollars F.O.B. our mill. Minimum purchase is 250 SF. Prices are

subject to change without notice.

• A 33% deposit is required to initiate ALL standard orders, 50% non-refundable
deposit required for custom orders.

• New customers are required to pay balance with a certified or cashiers check.

• Visa and MasterCard are accepted subject to a $25 minimum purchase.

OUR GUARANTEE
• If for any reason you are not completely satisfied with the quality of our product

prior to installation, you may return your order to us within 30 days, in its orig-
inal condition and packaging, freight prepaid, for replacement or a refund. Stair
parts, special and/or custom orders may be excluded. Cancelled orders in 
p rogress will be su  bject to a restocking fee.

Aged Woods, Inc., 160 Roosevelt Avenue, Suite101, York, PA 17401-3379 
(800) 233-9307 (US & Canada) • (717) 840-0330 • Fax (717) 840-1468
www.agedwoods.com • info@agedwoods.com

© 2009 Yesteryear Floorworks Company. All rights reserved.

Ask about our standard moulding profiles. 
They really add the finishing touch to an installation!
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FSC Supplier
SCS-COC-002779




